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It is quite natural to assign probabilities (or frequencies) to the sentences of 
a language to try to get some quantitative measure of "efficiency" of translators 
and grammars for the language. The model obtained by doing this is called 
a probabilistic language. Probabilistic languages, along with related concepts 
of probabilistic grammars and probabilistic automata are defined, and a specific 
application of this theory is presented in the development of Probabilistic Tree 
Automata which characterize Probabilistic Context Free Languages. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is meant o be threefold. First, it will introduce 
the reader to the concepts of Probabilistic Languages and Probabilistic 
Grammars. Second, it indicates that previous definitions of probabilistic 
finite automaton have always been restricted to 1 of 8 classes of automaton 
and shows that other classes are useful. Third, the probabilistic oncept 
is extended from finite automata to higher-level automata (such as proba- 
bilistic pushdown automata nd probabilistic turing automata). 
A specific application of this theory is given in the development of 
Probabilistic Tree Automata. Theorems concerning these automata and 
operations on them are presented. It is indicated that this type of automaton 
is relevant because it characterizes Probabilistie Context Free Languages. 
The results are taken from the author's Ph.D. thesis [Ellis (1969)]. 
* The work contained herein describes part of the author's Ph.D. thesis and was 
done while the author was a student and research assistant in the Department of 
Computer Science, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL. It was supported in part by 
grant U.S. AEC AT(11-1)1469. A preliminary version of this paper was presented 
at the Second Annum ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, May 4-6, 1970. 
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l. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS 
DEFINITION. A Probabilistic Language (P language) over a set T of 
terminal symbols is a system L = (L,/z), where L is a class 1of words formed 
from T and/z is a measure on the set L. I f /z  is a probability measure, then 
L is a Normalized Probabilistie Language (NP language). 
DEFINITION. A Probabilistic Grammar (P grammar) over T is a system 
= (N, P, A), where N is a finite set of nonterminals {A1, A 2 ,..., An} ,
A is an n-dimensional vector (81,32 ,..., 3~) with 3 i being the probability 
that A i is chosen as the initial nonterminal, and P is a finite set of proba- 
bilistic productions ¢i ~'~+ ~j, with ¢i s (N ~3 T) +, ~j e (N k) T) +, and 
Pi~ ~ R (pij ~ 0), where (N u T) + denotes the set of all nonnull strings 
over N u T, and R denotes the set of real numbers. If  A is stochastic, if 
0 < Pi~ ~ 1, and if ~ j  Pi~ = 1 for every generatrix ¢i contained in produc- 
tions of P, then ~ is a Normalized Probabilistic Grammar (NP grammar). 
I f  all productions of ~ are of the form A if--+ aB or A ---+ a, A E N, 
B E N, a ~ T, then G is called a left linear P grammar. I f  all productions 
of ~ are of the form (A ~-~) ,  A6N,  ~(Nt JT )+,  then G is  called a 
context free Pgrammar. The probability of a derivation of ~ from ~0 is defined 
as pr(~ 0 => ~)  = ~i=1 11~=1 Pi~, where k is the number of derivations of ~ 
from ~o, ki is the number of derivation steps, ~i,~-1 --~-+ ~i,i used in the 
i-th derivation, and PiJ is the probability associated with the j - th  step of 
the i-th derivation. In the case of a context free grammar, all derivations 
must be performed by operating upon the leftmost nonterminal at each 
step to avoid undesirable ambiguities. The derived probability of a terminal 
string x ~ T + with respect to a grammar ~ is /z(x) = ~i=1 8i pr(Ai ~ x) 
where N = {A1, A 2 ..... A~}, A = (~1, ~ ,..., ~). The P language generated 
by ~ isL  = (T +,/~) where/~(x) = the derived probability of x. An admissible 
Pgrammar [see Greibach (1965)] is a grammar in which there exists a deriva- 
tion of some x e T + from each A ~ N. A generalized admissible P grammar 
is one in which there exists a production with A in the generatrix for each 
A~N.  
An example NP grammar is 
A ~/3> aA, A ~/a aB, 
B ~--/~ bB, B • ~/~ • b, 
Some classes under consideration for L are T + = all finite nonempty strings of 
symbols of T; T ~° = all infinite sequences over T; T O = all finite trees over T; and 
T Oo = all infinite trees over T. 
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which generates the NP language 
L = {(ab, 4/9), (aab, 4/27), (abb, 4/27),...), 
where T=(a ,b} ,  N={A,B} ,  A - - (1 ,0 ) ,  and the c lassL = T +. Note 
that some strings of T + such as bb have zero probability associated with 
them in this P language. 
Typical of the theorems which can be proven using these definitions is 
the following: 
THEOREM. Every normalized left linear admissible P grammar ~ generates 
a normalized P language. 
Proof. Define an (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix U = [u,~] as follows: 
u,s = ~ pr(A~-~ aAj), i ~ n, j ~ n 
a~T 
(A~->aAj)~P 
uis-~ ~ pr(Ai--~b), i~<n,  j=n@ 1 
bet  
(Ai-ob)EP 
ui~=O, i -~n-k l ,  j~n  
Un+l ,~+ 1 = 1. 
ui,~+l is by definition the total probability of a derivation from A i of a 
terminal string of length 1. Considering powers of the matrix U, u z; i, n+ l  
gives the total probability of derivation from A i of a string of length ~k.  
I f  U ~ is premultiplied by the row vector A augmented by zero, A' = 
(61,62 ,..., 6~, 0) then the (n ~ 1)-st element in the resulting vector repre- 
sents the sum of the derived probabilities of all x ~ T+ such that 
(length of x) ~< k. Finally, 
/x(x) = lim ~ /~(x) = l im(A' '  Uk)~+l. 
k-*m k~m xeT + weT + 
Since G is normalized, U is a stochastic matrix; and since ~ is admissible, 
3k ~ I~ u~,~+ 1 > 0 for i ~ 1, 2,..., n ~- 1. Thus, using the theory of Markov 
k T Chains [Feller (1967)], U k ~- (tx ~, t2~,..., t~+l) , where each row vector  t i  ~ 
approaches a steady-state vector t as k approaches infinity, tn+ 1 = 
(0, 0,..., 0, 1) Vk ~ I  implies t = (0, 0 ..... 0, 1) and 
iim( ' • = = • ( t ,  t , . . . ,  
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Thus, the (n -}- 1)-st element is 
~+1 
T A' • (t, t,..., t)n+l = ~ ~i = 1. Q.E.D. 
A P language which is generated by a left linear P grammar is called a 
regular P language, and similarly a P language which is generated by a 
context free P grammar is called a context free P language. The corre- 
sponding theorem for context free P grammars will later be proved using 
Probabilistic Tree Automata. 
These concepts of probabilistic languages and grammars when applied 
to automata theory lead to the following enrichment of the existing theory 
of probabilistic finite automata nd pave the way for definitions of proba- 
bilistic higher level automata. 
2. PROBABILISTIC AUTOMATA 
The basic idea of a probabilistic finite automaton which was introduced 
by Rabin (1963) is that if the automaton is in some state q and receives 
an input a, then it can move into any state and the probability of moving 
into state q' is p(q, a, q'). Rabin requires that ~q'~o P(q, a, q') = 1 (called 
class 1 normalization in this paper) for all q in the set of states Q, and for 
all a E T. Practical motivation for this requirement is that these automata 
can model sequential circuits which are intended to be deterministic, but 
which exhibit stochastic behavior because of random malfunctioning of 
components. Thus p(q, a, q') is interpreted as the conditional probability 
of q' given q and a, pr(q' I q, a), so by the theorem of total probability, 
~q'~o pr(q' [ q, a) = 1. Other interpretations may give rise to other normal- 
izations. For example, in performing the state identification experiment 
with a probabilistic automaton, one might interpret p(q, a, q') as pr(q, q' I a). 
This implies a normalization by summing over all possible q, q' values. 
~qeo Y'.q'~oP(q, a, q') = 1. In fact, eight different classes of probabilistic 
automata can be defined by the various interpretations listed in the table 
labeled Fig. 1. 
Kleene's theorem, the Chomsky-Schutzenberger theorem, and the 
Landweber-Kuroda theorem all state that there exists a correspondence 
between a certain type of grammar and a certain type of automaton. 
Analogous problems for probabilistic grammars and automata re investigated 
elsewhere [Ellis (1969)]. The generalized efinition of probabilistic automaton 
which we will use is the following: 
Class 
1 




pr(q' [ q, a) E p(q, a, q') = 1 Vq ~ Q, a e T 
q 'eQ 
2 pr(q ] a, q') E p(q, a, q') = 1 Vq', 'Ca 
3 pr(a I q, q') E p(q, a, q') = 1 Vq, Vq' 
aer  
4 pr(q', a I q) ~ ~, p(q, a, q') = 1 Vq 
aeT  q 'eQ 
5 pr(q, a [ q') ~ E p(q, a, q') = 1 Vq' 
aeT qeO 
6 pr(q, q' la) ~ ~,, p(q, a, q') = 1 Va 
q~Q q'GCt 
pr(q,a,q'l) E E E p(q, a, q') = 1 
q~Q aET q '~Q 
pr(I q, a, q') p(q, a, q') = 1 Vq, a, q' 
FIG. 1. Normalizations for probabilistie finite automata. 
DEFINITION. A Probabilistic Automaton (P automaton) over T is a system 
2~ = (Q, M, S, 6) where Q is a finite set of states, S is a finite set of storage 
tape symbols, 3 is an initial state vector and M is a function, called a 
probabilistic transition function, which has associated with it a second 
function p. The specific nature of these functions determines the type of 
P automaton defined. I f  3 is a stochastic vector and if A is constrained 
to some normalization class, then A is a Normalized Probabilistic Automaton 
(NP  automaton). Cases in which S = q~ will be simplified to A = (Q, M, 6). 
Particular types of automata re obtained by attaching constraints to the 
general definition. The following table lists some of the automata definable, 
and their range (~(M)) and domain (~(M)) constraints on the mapping M, 
and their normalization constraints. 
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Types of Automata 
1. Deterministic Finite Automaton 
Norm Constraints: Type 1 
~ Constraints: ~(M)  = Q x T, 
2. Nondeterministic Finite Automaton 
Norm: Type 0 
~:  ~(M) = Q × T, 
3. Probabilistic Rabin Automaton 
Norm: Type 1 
.~ :  ~(M)  = 9 x T, 
4. Probabilistic State Automaton 
Norm: Type 4 
.~ :  ~(M) = 9 × T, 
5. Probabilistic Tree Automaton 
Norm: Type 4 
~:  N(M) = Q × T, 
6. Probabilistic Pushdown Store Automaton 
Norm: Type 4 
.~:  ~(M)  = Q × S × T, 
7. Probabilistic Turing Automaton 
Same as 6 
~(M) C 9 
~(M) _c ~(9) 
~(M)  _C ~(~)  
~(M)  __C #(Q) ~ {h} 
~(M) c 2(0,) 
~(M) _C.~(9 x S) u{A} 
Notes. ~(E) for any set E denotes the power set of E. A mapping 
M(q, a) = ~ has probability zero associated with it, and designates that a 
transition out of the state q under input a is disallowed. M(q, a) = h is 
used to designate termination. 
In the next section, an example of a probabilistic automaton will be 
given. The definition will be specialized to a probabilistic tree automaton 
(PTA); the characteristics of this automaton will be explained and several 
operations on these automata will be defined. The PTA was chosen because 
automata over strings can be considered as a special case of these automata, 
and because 
1. for every context free P grammar ~, there is a PTA which accepts 
exactly the P language generated by Q, and 
2. for every PTA x{, there is a context free P grammar which generates 
exactly the P language accepted by .4. 
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3. PROBABILISTIC TREE AUTOMATA 
DEFINITION. A tree is a set D C I*  where I*  is the set of all finite strings 
of positive integers and where D satisfies the following three requirements: 
Let d ~ (nln ~ "" n~), n~ ~ I, then dn ~ (nln 2 "" n~n), n ~ L 
1. dn~D,n  > 1, ~ d(n- -  1)~D 
2. dnED,  n = l, ~ d~D 
3. I f  set {n t dn ~ D, n E I} ~ 4, then 
max(n) < ~.  
drieD" " 
Note. (n 1 "" n~) in the case k ~ 0 is the empty string A which is con- 
sidered as the root of the tree. Each d~ D is a node of the tree and if 
n + = maxa~D(n) then node d goes down into n + other nodes dl ,  d2,..., dn +, 
from left to right: 
d 
/1 \  
dl d2 dn + 
I f  {n [ dn e D} - 4, then n + is defined as n + ~-- 0. In this case, d is a terminal 
node of D. 
DEFINITION. A valued tree over a finite alphabet T is a pair (v, D) where 
D is a tree, and v is a function, v : D --+ T. Valued tree will sometimes be 
abbreviated to tree when there is no possibility of confusion with the previous 
definition of tree. 
Define l(nln 2 "" nk) ~ k. The length of a tree is supa~v l(d). Define the m-th 
level of a tree to be the set {d ~ D I l(d) ~ m}. If (3m E I)(Vd ~ D)[l(d) < m], 
then (v, D) is called a finite valued tree. Define a subtree of (% D) to be 
(v', D') where D' C D is itself a tree, and the function v' is v on the restricted 
domain D', v' ~- v ] D. The set of all finite valued trees over T is denoted 
by T °. I f  d ~ D ~ d l  ~ D, then (v, D) is a full infinite valued tree. T ° denotes 
the set of all full infinite valued trees over T. 
DEFINITION. A Probabilistic Tree Automaton (PTA) over T is a triple 
(Q, M, 3), where Q is a finite set of states, S is the initial state distribution 
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vector, and M is the next state function M : Q × T --+ ~(Q*). Associated with 
each q e Q, a e T is a function Pq,a ~(Pq ,a )= M(q, a), ~(pq,a)= R. 
(Transition probability.) 
An elementary transition % is a change consistent with M from state q 
under input a to a string of states Q~ = q~lq~ "'" q~n • (Consistent with M 
means Qk ~ M(q, a).) Thus a transition out of any state may go into many 
states rather than into a single next state. The nonzero probability of this 
elementary event is p ( rk )= p~,~(Q~). A probabilistic tree automaton is 
normalized (NPTA) iff for all states q, the total probability of leaving q is 
one (i.e., ~,o~T~O~sm(~.a)Pq,a(Qk)=-1), 0 <Pq,a(Qe)~< 1, and E is a 
stochastic vector (i.e., ~q~o ~(q) = 1, where 6 is a function: Q --~ R which 
assigns to each state q, its proper probability value from the vector S). 
DEFINITION. A PTA is complete iff (Yq ~ Q)(3b e T)[M(q, b) =/= ¢]. Thus, 
complete means there is always a positive probability of exiting from any 
state q. 
DEFINITION. A PTA A is strictly nonterminable iff 
(1) .d is complete, 
(2) (Yq ~ Q)(Ya ~ T)D~ • M(q, a)]. 
Any complete PTA can be altered to form a strictly nonterminable PTA 
by adding a new state q, if there are elementary transitions ;~ ~ M(q, a), 
and replacing these by elementary transitions qt ~ M(q, a) with probabilities 
equal to that of the omitted transitions. Next add a new blank symbol b 
to the alphabet and the transition M(q~, b) = {q~}, P%.b(qt) = 1. 
It is useful and convenient o represent hese tree automata using a 
modification of the directed graphs usually used for state diagrams. A 
context free state diagram consists of a set of vertices, represented by small 
circles, each of which may be connected to others by incoming arcs (lined 
with arrowheads) and outgoing cables (heavy lines). The vertices denote 
states, and cables denote possible elementary transitions. Each cable splits 
into one or more arcs each of which goes to a state. The initial states (all 
q ~ ~(q) v a 0) are designated by incoming labeled arcs with no source states, 
and no inputs. In the case of a terminal transition A E M(q, a), the automaton 
literally goes into no state (it stops). In drawing state diagrams, this can 
be represented by drawing an arc from the vertex q to a dead-end vertex qt 
which has no cables out of it and which does not correspond to any state 
inQ. 
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s tar t  o -  
Fro. 2. State diagram of a probabilistic tree automaton. 
This is a state diagram of the automaton (Q, M, S) 
Q = {qA, qB}, 
z = (~(qA, ~(q~)) = (1, o), 
M(qA , a) = {qA , qAq,}, M(qB , b) = {qs , qAqa}, 
PqA,~(qA) = P~, PqA,~(qaq') = P~', 
P~..ffqB) -= Pb , Pq.,~(qAq.) = P ( .  
This automaton over T = {a, b} "accepts" among others the following trees: 
Example Trees 
a a 
[ a / Nb 
a a / Xb Nb 
] a / \b  \b  \b  a 
D1 = (P ' In  ~ 0} 
%(d) = aVd E D 1 
Fro. 3. 
D~ = D 1U{1 ~2 1 ~ ] n, m/> 0} 
v2(d)=a if d~D 1 
v2(d ) ~- b otherwise. 
An example of acceptable trees. 
643/ I9 /5 -3  
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DEFINITION. A run of -d on a tree, denoted r(v, D), is a function 
r : D ~ Q ~ Vd ~ D, satisfying 
(a) (r(dl)  "-" r(dn+)) e M(r(d), v(d)), 
(b) ~(r(A)) # O, and 
(c) if n + ~ 0, then A ~ M(r(d), v(d)). 
I f  condition (c) is omitted in the case l(d) = length of the tree (v, D) < oo, 
then r(v, D) is a prerun. The set of all runs on (v, D) is denoted by Rn(v, D). 
A transition t is defined as the sequence of elementary transitions used 
in a run to go from some level n of a tree to level n + 1. The probability 
of this event is p(t) -= I-I,~e, P(rk). The sequence of transitions used in a 
run is denoted by t(r). The response function of a run (or prerun) r is defined 
as the product of the probabilities associated with transitions used in the run 
(or prerun) and the initial state probability rf(r) = ~(r(A)) I-L~t(r) p(t). 
DEFINITION. A k-prefix of a tree (v, D) is the subtree (vk, D~), where 
D~ = {x ~ D I l(x) ~ k} and vz ~- v [ D k . In defining acceptance of trees, 
it is desirable to accept a prefix as part of a longer tree without requiring 
the machine to terminate. Thus preruns on prefixes are necessary, and 
likewise the following definitions: An elementary pretransition .r out of 
state q under input a is the set of all elementary transitions from state q 
under a. The probability of this event is p (T )= ~OkeU(a.a) Pq, a(Qk). I f  
M(q, a) = ¢, then p(r) = 0. The final transition t of a prerun on (re,  D~) 
is the sequence of elementary pretransitions used to leave the k-th level. 
The probability of this event is p(t) = I-I,7~t p(.r~). 
DEFINITION. The behavior of A is the set of all trees (v, D) over T ~ 
at least one run of A on (v,D), B(A) - -  {(v, D) I Rn(v, D) #¢}.  The 
k-behavior of .d, Bk(A), is the set of all k-prefixes (vk, Dl~) of trees in B(A). 
DEFINITION. The probability of acceptance of a tree, ~(v, D), is the sum of 
the response functions of all runs on (v, O), tz(v, D) = ~r~R.(~.,.) rf(r). 
Define the k-probability of a tree as 
i~(v, D) = i~(v~ , D~) = ~ rf(r) 
~'ERn'(Vk, Dk) 
where Rn'(v~, Dk) is the set of all preruns on (ve, D~). Two trees over T are 
defined to be k-equivalent, (v 1, D 1) ~ (v 2, D ~) iff Dk t = D~ ~ and v~ t = v~ ~. 
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k THEOREM. = is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that k-equivalence is reflexive, symmetric, 
and transitive. 
THEOREM. (V 1, D 1) & (v 2, D e) ~ tzk(v 1, D 1) = ixk(v 2, D 2) over T. 
Proof. Let D~ =Dk 1 =Dk 2, andv  k - -vk  1 vk 2, then 
]~k(V 1, D ~) = t~(v~ 1, D~ 1) =/z(vk,  Dk) =/~(v7¢ ~,D~ °') = t~k(v ~, D2). 
THEOREM. I f  A is a normalized PTA, then 
/~(vk, Dk) = 1, 
( V k, Dk)eBT:(A) 
k = 0, 1, 2,... 
Proof. Let E rf(rk) denote 
E rf(r) = 2 
reRn(vlc, D k) (v k, Dk)eBk(,~) 
( v k, DIc)eBk(A) 
The proof is by induction on k. 
(1) Case k = 0. For each prerun, there is only a single transition 
which is a final transition consisting of one elementary pretransition because 
the 0-th level of a tree is only one node A. Given any q eQ, suppose Sm 
inputs at ~ T ~ M(q,  as) =/= ¢. Then 3m prefixes al , a2 .... , a,~ which each 
have a prerun of the form r : A --~ q, and for the tree a i ,  the response 
function is ~(q)~O,~m(q.~,)Pq.a(Q~). The probability of these m response 
functions is ~a,~T ~(q)~O~eM(q.%)Pq,%(Qy),  which by normalization of .4 
reduces to ~(q). Finally, summing over all states q, we get 
Z (q) Z Z 
q~O a~ET O)~M(q,a i) qEO 
by normalization criteria. 
(2) Case k > 0. Assume 
E 
(Vk_l,Dk_l)eBk_l(A) 
~(vk-1 ,Dk-O = 1. 
The set of (k -- 1)-prefixes of trees in B(-d) partitions the set of k-prefixes 
via the equivalence relation ~-=~. This is indeed a partition because each 
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E (v~, Dk) has some (v7¢_1, Dk-1) as prefix, so U,=I i includes all prefixes 
(v~, Dk), where Ei is an equivalence class of k-prefixes all having the same 
(k -  1) prefix, l is the number of equivalence classes created by k-=l. 
Furthermore, E c~ Ej = ¢ because each (v~, D~) has a unique (k -  1) 
prefix. For every class Ei, all members have the same (k --  1)-probability 
by the previous theorem• For a particular prerun of some (vk, Dk)~ El, 
the transition from level k - -  1 to level k of the tree yields a sequence of 
states, ql ,..., q. • All possible transitions emanating from this set of states 
to possible k + 1 level trees have a sum probability of 
m I m 2 mn 
E E • E 
kl=l  k2=l /~n=l 
• picn 
where m i = ~aer ] M(qi , a)] and each value of Pk~ is associated with one 
of the transitions out of state qi. Thus summing over all preruns of all 
~1 7~ n n k-prefixes the result is Z rf(r~) = • (rf(rk_l)) ~]~i=1 "'" Z~,=l I - I ,= lP~ • The 
inner sums can be wntten ~]kl=1p~l(~]k2= 1 P~2 "'" (~ .= lP~. )  " ' )  = 1 since by 
ms normalization the total probability of leaving state qi = ~=lPk~ = 1. Thus 
Z /~(vk, Dk) = ~ rf(rk) = Z rf(r~-l) 
(v k, D~)eB~(A) 
= Z " (7 )k - -1 ,  Dk-0  
( vle_l, Dk_l)eB]e_l(A) 
and by the induction hypothesis 
2 /i(%_i, Dk_i) = 1, 
('Ok_ 1 , Dk_l)~Bk_l(~) 
SO 
t~(vk, D~) = 1. 
( v~, Dk)EBk(,~) 
The P language accepted by the (strictly nonterminable) probabilistic tree 
automaton A is defined as (T *,/~) where ~ is determined by the measures 
/~e of A on B(A), and/~ is defined as the zero function on T OO --  B(A). Then 
using the machinery developed in this section, we can prove the following: 
THEOREM. Every normalized strictly nonterminable PTA accepts a P 
language which is normalized. 
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The proof of this theorem involves a proof that B(-d) forms a consistent 
probability space and relies upon Kolmogorov's theorem [Ash (1967)]. 
Since there is a correspondence between probabilistic context free 
grammars and PTA's, the previous theorem implies that every context 
free NP grammar generates a P language which is normalized. 
4. OPERATIONS ON PROBABILISTIC TREE AUTOMATA 
DEFINITION. The union with weighting vector w of the P languages 
n 
L~ -=- (T °~,/zi) , i = 1,..., n is L ~ (T ~°,/z) where/z = ~;=1 wdzi.  
THEOREM. The union with weighting vector w of P languages L I , L 2 .... , Ln 
forms a P language; furthermore, i f  Li  is normalized, i = 1,..., n, and w is a 
stochastic vector, then the union L = 0~1 wiL~ is normalized. 
If (v~, D~) and (v2, D2) are trees, then b ~ ((v~, DI), (v2, D2)) is a tree 
whose root has value b and with two branches going out to (vl, D1) and 
(v2, D2) , respectively: 
b 
/ \  
(v~, D~) (v~, D~) 
The generalization of this operation is formalized. 
DEFINITION. The concatenation under b of P languages/~'i = ( T~°,/x0, 
i = 1,..., n, is L = (T ~,/,), defined as follows: For each combination of 
(v 1, D 1) ~ L 1 .... , (v% D ~) ~L~ , define a tree (v ,D) .D ={A} v0 1D u ... Vo nD n, 
where kD k means all strings in D k prefixed by k ~I;  and define v(A) = b, 
v(hd) = C~(d), where d ~ D ~, k ~ I. Define /z~(v, D) = H~=x~/x~_l(v , i  i Di), 
h = 1,2, . . . ,n and /Xo(V ,D)  = 1. Also define /%((v, D) -4- (v 1,D~)) = 
/~k(v, D) +/%@1, D1), provided (v, D) 7~ (v ~, D1). This guarantees that /,~ 
is finitely additive. By simply omitting the definitions for/x1~, concatenation 
under b can be defined for nonprobabilistic languages. 
THEOREM. The concatenation under b of P languages L1,  L~ ..... Ln forms 
a P language for any b ~ T. Furthermore, i f  ]-i is normalized, i = 1 .... , n, 
then the concatenation L ~- b 0 (L1 .... , L~) is normalized. 
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DEFINITION. The direct w-sum of the PTA's A1, ~ ,..., A~, where 
_d~ = (~,  M~, Z~), is the PTA z~ = @,o A, = (Q, M, S), where Q = 0~=~ 
(assuming without toss of generality that all Qi n Q,- = ¢ if i 7 ~ j), M(q, a) = 
Mt(q, a), and Pq.~ = P;,a for all q e Qi (P;.a is the probability associated 
with M,), and {:(q~) ~- w,~,(ei ).
THEOREM. If z{1, d 2 ..... A~ are normalized PTA's, then A = @w Ai 
is normalized. 
DEFINITION. The direct b-product of A1, A2 .... , d~,  be  T, where 
z{i is the PTA, A~=(Q,M~,~) ,  is A= @sA~ =(Q,M,  3), where 
Q = U~,~=l Qi r3 {q0} with q0 ~ ~i ,  and Qi (~ ¢Qj = ¢, i, j = 1 ..... n, i =/: j. 
~:(q0) = 1, ~(q) = 0 if q ~ qo. M(q, a) = M~(q, a)" (Pq,~(Qk) = P~.~(Qk)) 
if q ~Q, ; M(qo, a) = ¢ if a =# b; for all possible combinations ql, qe ,..., q~ 
such that ql ~ O, and ~i(q~) > O, ql, q2 .... , q~ E M(q0, b) andp%.b(ql ,..., q,) = 
THEOREM. If A1, z{o. .... , A~ are normalized PTA's, then .d = @b A, is 
normalized. 
THEOREM. ~ an operator homomorphism h from the set of strictly non- 
terminating PTA's over T into the set of P languages of the form ( T ~, ~) under 
the operations (@w t~, ) and (@8,08) where ~ means union with weighting 
vector w and 08 means concatenation under b. 
Proofs of these theorems can be found in the author's thesis. 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
General definitions have been given of the concepts of Probabilistic 
Language, Probabilistic Grammar, and Probabilistic Automaton. The set 
of context free probabilistic languages can be completely characterized in
terms of (1) probabilistic tree automata, and (2) probabilistic ontext free 
grammars. The motivation for this work is to take a first step toward 
developing a quantitative tool for analyzing programming languages and 
their translators. We would like to conclude by mentioning some applications 
of and problems related to the present investigations. 
In the area of compiler writing for programming languages, there are 
various syntax oriented methods available which effectively derive code 
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from the grammar which specifies the language. By keeping a frequency 
count of the amount of usage of the various "sentences" of the language, 
where the sentences in this case are programs, a probabilistic language can 
be defined and it can be determined which of several probabilistic grammars 
generates a better approximation language. Furthermore, it can be speculated 
that an adaptive compiler which modifies itself to translate high frequency 
sentences best may be obtainable by altering the approximating grammar 
as more and more frequency data is obtained. 
This investigation does not consider how one would find the "best" 
grammar or automaton for a language, or how to improve a given grammar. 
Indeed, the meaning of "best" is open to many interpretations. The related 
idea of finding good approximation grammars for languages i  also unexplored. 
It is hoped that the tools developed here will lead to quantitative analysis 
in these and other areas. 
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